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Abstract
We introduce Amortized Neural Networks (AmNets), a com-
pute cost- and latency-aware network architecture particularly
well-suited for sequence modeling tasks. We apply AmNets
to the Recurrent Neural Network Transducer (RNN-T) to re-
duce compute cost and latency for an automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) task. The AmNets RNN-T architecture enables
the network to dynamically switch between encoder branches
on a frame-by-frame basis. Branches are constructed with vari-
able levels of compute cost and model capacity. Here, we
achieve variable compute for two well-known candidate tech-
niques: one using sparse pruning and the other using matrix
factorization. Frame-by-frame switching is determined by an
arbitrator network that requires negligible compute overhead.
We present results using both architectures on LibriSpeech data
and show that our proposed architecture can reduce inference
cost by up to 45% and latency to nearly real-time without incur-
ring a loss in accuracy.
Index Terms: automatic speech recognition, latency reduction,
compute cost optimization, on-device

1. Introduction
Production ASR systems using end-to-end, neural architectures
such as the RNN-T [1, 2, 3], have enabled the deployment
of generalized ASR systems in compute constrained settings.
While ASR systems are under an ever-increasing demand to
perform in a more natural, responsive manner in a multitude
of domains, there has also been an increased desire to enable
this technology to execute locally on lower power edge de-
vices where compute resources are limited. When using lower-
performance hardware that is unable to perform ASR in real
time, a backlog of audio data builds and can cause significant
user-perceived latency (UPL) [4].

A simple approach for minimizing UPL caused by resource
constraints is to reduce ASR model size such that the compute
cost of a model does not throttle local processing performance.
Many strategies have been proposed for neural ASR model size
reduction such as moving from the LSTM [5] to more efficient
layers including the CIFG-LSTM [6], LSTM-p [7], or Simple
Recurrent Unit (SRU) [8]. Each of these architectural changes
use fewer parameters while maintaining accuracy. Other non-
architectural methods of model size reduction include sparse
pruning [9, 10], matrix factorization [11], weight quantization
[12, 13], and knowledge distillation [14]. These strategies be-
comes less attractive when the computational constraints of
ever-shrinking edge devices mandate extreme levels of model
compression while society’s demands for ASR are constantly
expanding and require increasing model capacity.

During real-time ASR decoding, utterances are processed
as a sequence of feature frames that can vary wildly in their in-
herent complexity. For example, silent frames often exist during
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pauses between acoustically rich words and phonemes as well
as before and after the main content of an utterance. Despite
this variability, typical speech processing systems use a prede-
termined network with a fixed compute cost and model capacity
to evaluate each individual frame; this is a missed opportunity to
accelerate ASR by dynamically varying the amount of compute
power used throughout an utterance. Prior studies have estab-
lished the applicability of variable approaches in other domains
including natural language processing [15], character-level pre-
diction and language modeling [16, 17], music modeling [18],
and vision [19].

In this work, we present a new neural network architecture
for speech processing that amortizes the cost of processing com-
plex frames over an entire sequence of frames to reduce latency.
We apply our AmNets approach to the RNN-T architecture for
ASR applications. Here, we bifurcate the RNN-T encoder into
two branched encoder networks in which the branches are com-
pressed to different degrees to achieve varying levels of com-
pute cost. For each frame, a recurrent arbitrator network is
trained to decide which encoder branch to use. We optimize this
decision making process by introducing a novel amortized loss
function that trains the arbitrator to deliberately choose vari-
able compute levels depending on the instantaneous accuracy-
latency trade off within a given sequence. Prior methods utiliz-
ing adaptive compute have instead focused on reducing average
cost, which acts as an indirect regularizer for real-time speech
processing latency. We show that this is sub-optimal in compar-
ison to our architecture, which is driven by a direct optimization
of the real-time audio processing backlog. We illustrate the effi-
cacy and flexibility of the proposed methods by reporting results
from two separate branch architectures using sparse pruning and
matrix factorization.

The key contributions of this paper are the amortized recur-
rent neural network architecture (Section 2), the application of
AmNets to on-device, low latency speech processing (Section
3), and the amortized latency loss function (Section 4). Section
5 discusses experimental details and results.

2. Amortized Network Architecture
The fundamental component of an AmNet is the Amortized
RNN (AmRNN) layer shown in Figure 1. An AmRNN
layer consists of an arbitrator network, RNN cell branches
B1, . . . ,BN , and a branch state combiner. The arbitrator is the
central mechanism for gating between branches, and it is imple-
mented as an RNN so that it is able to maintain knowledge of
prior decisions. The arbitrator is much smaller in size than any
of the RNN cell branches such that it does not add noticeable
compute burden at inference time. The arbitrator takes an input
vector of pre-processed audio feature frames xt and computes
output branch arbitration decisions kt = [π1, . . . , πN ]. The
arbitrator can optionally take prior branch output states ht−1

and prior arbitration decisions dt−1. kt is passed to a sampler,
which is responsible for converting those decisions to a harder



Figure 1: Unfolded AmRNN layer with N branches. Each block represents the execution of an AmRNN layer at a single time step, i.e.,
a single cell. Left and center blocks illustrate branch combining during training; right block shows run-time hard branch switching.

decision dt ∈ [0, 1] sampled from kt. During training, we use
the Gumbel-Softmax reparameterization trick to compute dt

dt(n) =
exp((log(πn) + gn)/τ)∑N
j=1 exp((log(πj) + gj)/τ)

, (1)

which allows gradients to flow through non-differentiable
stochastic nodes during backpropagation [20]; in this case, a
discrete categorical distribution. In Equation 1, g1, ..., gN are
i.i.d. samples taken from the Gumbel distribution [21]. Hyper-
parameter τ ∈ (0,∞) controls the discreteness of the one-hot
sampling, where values of τ close to zero approach perfectly
hard sampling. Throughout training, τ can be gradually de-
creased to coerce the network towards more discrete decisions.
During run-time, the sampler is switched to one-hot encoding
such that only one branch is computed for each frame.

AmRNN branches can be comprised of any recurrent cells
such as LSTM, GRU, and SRU and can be of mixed dimension-
ality to achieve a balance between model capacity and com-
pute efficiency across branches. Branches can also consist of
stacked RNNs to increase model depth. Here, we only discuss
AmNets with equal state sizes across all branches. However,
mixed dimensionality can be achieved by including dense lay-
ers between branches to linearly project branch states into the
dimensions of other branches [22].

During training and at every time step t, each branch re-
ceives prior AmRNN states {ht−1, ct−1} and input features xt
and produces output states {ht,n, ct,n} for each branch. These
states are passed to the combiner, which uses sampler decisions
dt to return a linear combination of states from each branch as
a single set of output states {ht, ct} for each time step:

{ht, ct} =

N∑
n=1

dt−1(n){ht,n, ct,n} (2)

During run-time, the decision sequence from the sampler is
treated as a hard switch such that only one branch receives an
input and produces an output for the entire cell.

The AmRNN outputs branch decisions and associated costs
to compute an amortized loss Lcompute over an entire sequence.

3. Candidate RNN-T Architectures
The RNN-T is an end-to-end neural architecture that is well-
suited for sequence-to-sequence modeling applications and has
shown recent success for ASR modeling, especially on-device
[23]. This architecture consists of three main components: two

multi-layer RNNs, the encoder F and decoder G, and a joint
network J . For ASR, F takes a vector of pre-processed au-
dio feature frames x1:T as input and returns output henc

t . G
takes a vector embedding of previous non-blank labels y1:M
and returns intermediate output hdec

m . Outputs from the encoder
and decoder are passed to the joint network. Here, J is imple-
mented as an additive operation between encoder and decoder
outputs but can also include a joint feedforward network. The
conditional output distribution P (ŷm+1|x1:t, y1:m) is obtained
by applying a softmax to the result of J .

Typically, the encoder network is significantly larger than
the decoder. Additionally, during run-time, the decoder is
cacheable over states with the same partial sub-word sequence
and lends itself to batched execution (with multi-threading). We
therefore use AmNets to reduce encoder cost since it is the pri-
mary latency bottleneck at run-time. In all AmNets in this study,
we opt for two branches: one with a higher cost and capacity,
and one with a lower cost and capacity. We demonstrate the
flexibility of AmNets by showcasing two candidate implemen-
tations, each using a different compression scheme to achieve
varied compute cost between branches.

In the first candidate architecture, we compress branch
weights using sparse pruning. Sparsity-inducing regularization
of neural networks has shown to achieve lowered compute costs
while maintaining accuracy [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. In this work,
we achieve various encoder sparsity levels by gradually sparse
pruning weights throughout training [9]. Given an initial spar-
sity ratio of 0, we achieve a final sparsity ratio of sf over ν
pruning steps starting at step 0 with a pruning frequency of ∆m:

st = sf − sf
(

1− m

ν∆m

)3
,m ∈ {0,∆m, . . . , ν∆m} (3)

Sparsity is enforced by including binary sparse masks along-
side network weight matrices within each layer. For example,
a single LSTM cell undergoing sparse pruning would include
corresponding masks for the cell, input gate, output gate, and
forget gate matrices of equivalent dimension. Throughout train-
ing, sparsity levels defined by Equation 3 are applied to sparse
masks in a point-wise fashion based on the magnitudes of model
weights. At time t, the mask indices set to zero correspond to
the indices of weights with magnitude closest to zero based on
the ratio defined by st. At the beginning of each training batch,
weight matrices are point-wise multiplied by their masks to set
pruned weights to zero on each forward pass. By using sparse
masks, masked model weights are not dropped; hence, this pol-
icy enables the model to recover from early bad masking deci-
sions. For AmNets, separate sparsity trackers are used for each



Figure 2: Amortized latency loss over two cost sequences. Both
use the same number of fast (F) and slow (S) decisions and
result in the same average cost, yet the (a) sequence often waits
for new frames to arrive while (b) yields a lower latency. The
amortized latency loss accounts for this difference.

branch to achieve different levels of target sparsity.
In the second candidate architecture, we compress branches

using low rank matrix factorization (MF) by decomposing the
weight matrices of each RNN layer into two lower dimensional
weight matrices via the singular value decomposition (SVD).
These methods have been used for model compression in many
domains [29, 30, 31, 32] including deep learning and speech
recognition [33, 34, 35]. In this method, each weight matrix
Ww×v in an AmRNN layer is decomposed into two weight
matrices P1 = [P 1

1 , . . . , P
w
1 ] and P2 = [P 1

2 , . . . , P
v
2 ] . To

achieve varied compute costs across branches, we choose ranks
r = {r1, . . . , rN} ≤ min(w, v) and truncate each weight ma-
trix such that for the nth branch, only the first rn column vec-
tors in P1 and P2 are used, e.g., for input x and output y,

y = [P 1
1 , . . . , P

rn
1 ] ·

(
[P 1

2 , . . . , P
rn
2 ]>x

)
(4)

When using r < (w ·v)/(w+v), the number of multiplications
is less than when using the original matrix W . Given that the
weights for each branch are acquired from the same decompo-
sition, MF lends itself to weight sharing between branches to
prevent additional memory overhead.

Both sparse pruning and MF introduce the ability to take
advantage of pre-training. Using a pre-trained RNN-T, one can
extract the encoder and apply either compression method to ob-
tain AmRNN branches and reconstruct the model using the re-
mainder of the RNN-T network unchanged. The model can then
be fine-tuned to allow for structural adaptation. Such a feature
allows AmNets to be applied to existing ASR models without
having to retrain from scratch.

4. Amortized Latency Loss
We now detail two implementations of Lcompute, which regular-
izes the decisions of the arbitrator. For simplicity, we denote qt
as the compute cost for the frame at timestep t (determined by
the arbitrator’s decisions) in floating point operations (FLOPs).
We consequently define the loss as a function over the sequence
costs, Lcompute (q1, . . . , qT ). A straight forward approach for
accounting the loss is to consider the total amount of computa-
tion or a length normalized mean amount of computation used
across the sequence.

Lavg =
1

T

T∑
i=1

qi (5)

This type of regularization is common for other variable com-
pute approaches [15, 16, 17]. However, in interactive settings

where response latency is critical, such as voice assistants, the
average compute loss serves as more of a proxy regularizer than
the true objective of minimizing response latency. To under-
stand why a decrease in average compute cost of an audio se-
quence does not necessarily translate into a latency reduction,
consider the two cost sequences in Figure 2: (a) mostly fast (F),
inexpensive operations followed by a series of slow (S), expen-
sive ones, and (b) the reverse, expensive followed by inexpen-
sive. Note that the F operations process frames faster than real-
time. While both sequences result in the same average cost, the
first sequence has a greater backlog of frames at the end of the
utterance caused by underutilized time when the model waited
for the next frame. Ultimately, this results in higher latency.

To address this distinction, we introduce a new measure,
termed amortized latency loss, which accounts for the process-
ing performance of the hardware executing the computation, the
audio feature frame rate, and the decision sequence of the arbi-
trator. We denote µ as the effective FLOP rate (i.e. FLOPs/s)
representing the device processor speed and ρ as the feature
frame rate in frames per second.

Defining `t to be the buffered FLOP backlog (i.e. lag accu-
mulated at the t-th time step), we express the amortized latency
loss Lamr as the response delay in seconds

Lamr = `T /µ (6)

with `t expressed recursively as

`t =

{
0 t = 0
max {`t−1 + qt − µ/ρ, 0} t > 0

(7)

The loss is convex over (q1, . . . , qT ) and is efficiently com-
putable (along with its derivatives) in linear time using dynamic
programming. The amortized latency loss encourages the arbi-
trator to schedule in a way that achieves high processor utiliza-
tion while maintaining a short response latency. In this study,
Lamr is regularized and combined with RNN-T sequence loss to
achieve reduced latency without sacrificing accuracy.

5. Experimental Results
We investigate model accuracy using the LibriSpeech corpus
[36]. This data set contains 960 hours of training data, and we
evaluate using the “clean” test data set. All data is pre-processed
using a 64-dimensional log-filterbank energy feature extractor.
These feature frames are downsampled by three and stacked
with a stride size of two to produce 30-millisecond frames.
All models are trained to convergence with a warm-hold-decay
learning rate schedule and an Adam optimizer [37]. AmNets
models are first trained with Lavg loss, which is followed by a
short fine-tuning stage using Lamr loss.

Our baseline model is a lightweight, unidirectional LSTM-
based RNN-T with five 1024-unit LSTM layers in the encoder,
two 1024-unit LSTM layers in the decoder, and an additive joint
network with no trainable parameters. We use a vocabulary of
4097 word pieces. The baseline model includes 63.5M param-
eters with 42.7M belonging to the encoder. We use standard
RNN-T beam search decoding with a width of 16 to obtain word
error rate (WER) measurements as our accuracy metric.1

1We choose our baseline architecture because it has been success-
fully tested in on-device, low-latency streaming settings while deliver-
ing high accuracy on our internal data. Note that more advanced meth-
ods such as language model rescoring [38], bidirectional and frequency
LSTMs [39, 40], and attention-based transducers [41, 42, 43] exhibit
superior WER on the LibriSpeech data set.



Table 1: Baseline RNN-T and amortized RNN-T results. Compression ratio column indicates the overall compression for any given
architecture. When two numbers are present in any column, the first indicates the slow (S) branch and the second indicates the fast (F)
branch for AmNets. Params column indicates total number of parameters in the encoder network including the arbitrator.

Model Params Compr. Ratio WER Branch Ratios (S/F) FLOPs/Frame Latency (ms)
Baseline 42.7M 0% 8.5 - 42.7M (0.0%) 6154
Sparse Baseline 36.3M 15% 8.7 - 37.1M (-13.1%) 5231
Sparse AmNet Lavg 45.3M 15%, 80% 8.6 57% / 43% 27.7M (-35.2%) 681
Sparse AmNet Lavg Biased 45.3M 15%, 80% 9.2 48% / 52% 25.3M (-40.8%) 234
Sparse AmNet Lamr 45.3M 15%, 80% 8.7 48% / 52% 25.3M (-40.8%) 1.87
MF Baseline 32.3M 35% 8.5 - 30.4M (-28.8%) 3410
MF AmNet Lavg 33.0M 35%, 60% 8.6 38% / 62% 24.6M (-42.3%) 433
MF AmNet Lavg Biased 33.0M 35%, 60% 9.1 23% / 77% 23.2M (-45.6%) 29.4
MF AmNet Lamr 33.0M 35%, 60% 8.6 23% / 77% 23.2M (-45.6%) 9.00

In addition to the overall baseline model, we include base-
line models for sparsity and MF that use compression ratios of
15% and 35%, respectively. These ratios were chosen by con-
tinuously increasing the compression for both methods until a
development set WER degradation was observed; all baselines
achieved 8.5% WER on LibriSpeech development clean data.
All AmNet models build upon the baseline model by substi-
tuting the encoder LSTM layers with a two-branched AmRNN
consisting of five stacked LSTM cells per branch and 1024 units
per cell. The Sparse AmNets use slow and fast branches with
15% and 80% sparsity, respectively, and the MF AmNets use
ranks that result in 35% and 60% compression, respectively.
MF AmNets are seeded with weights acquired from the base-
line MF model and then trained for a small number of steps un-
til convergence. We also attempted to use pre-trained weights
for the sparse AmNets but found that training sparse models
from scratch yields better results. Sparse model branches are
pruned with ∆m = 100 steps for the first 30% of training us-
ing random branch sampling with a 50/50 slow/fast ratio. After
pruning, Gumbel softmax sampling is activated and used for the
remainder of training with τ linearly annealed from 1.0 to 0.5.

All arbitrator networks consist of two 128-unit LSTM lay-
ers and a single two-unit output projection layer. The arbitrator
is pre-trained on a task to classify frames as high or low en-
tropy. Binary targets for the arbitrator pre-training are gener-
ated by thresholding a baseline model’s output distribution en-
tropy with a threshold chosen between 1.5-2.5 achieving similar
results, yielding 40/60-20/80% initial branch ratios (slow/fast).
For all AmNets, no more than 2.5% of the trainable encoder
parameters are attributed to the arbitrator network.

For all models, we report WER, average compute cost, and
latency. Compute cost is reported in terms of encoder FLOPs
per frame including arbitrator cost. Latency is reported in mil-
liseconds and is the average across all test utterances. To esti-
mate latency, we use a single-threaded compute performance of
650 million FLOPs per second, chosen for two reasons. First,
this level of performance is less than half the requirement for a
device to maintain real-time (i.e. zero latency) processing when
using the baseline model. Second, this level is commensurate
with the compute power available when using off-the-shelf em-
bedded systems in the same class as Echo devices. Note that
when designing a model for on-device inference, one would
know the compute performance a priori and would instead de-
sign encoder branch architectures based on device capabilities.

The accuracy, compute cost, and latency for each model is
shown in Table 1. During the average compute cost loss (Lavg)
learning phase, we use a regularization factor to strike a bal-

ance between RNN-T loss and compute cost loss. This balance
is achieved by finding the point at which the AmNets branch ra-
tios use the fast branch to the greatest extent without incurring
significant accuracy degradation. For both sparsity and MF, the
AmNets trained purely with Lavg significantly outperform their
baseline models with respect to compute cost and latency with-
out accuracy degradation. In this case, MF outperformed spar-
sity by both measures due to the higher fast branch ratio for
MF. Note that all sparse AmNets outperformed the sparse base-
line with respect to both FLOPS per frame and latency despite
having significantly more parameters.

During the amortized latency loss (Lamr) fine-tuning stage,
we found that the branch ratios shifted towards the fast branch–
from 43% to 52% for sparsity and 62% to 77% for MF. To illus-
trate that the latency improvements realized by tuning with Lamr

are not purely the result of this ratio shift, we increase the Lavg

regularization to achieve biased branch ratios that match those
observed when using Lamr. While the biased Lavg models fur-
ther reduce compute cost and latency, they also incur noticeable
accuracy reductions caused by forcing the arbitrator to an unbal-
anced accuracy-latency trade-off. In contrast, the Lamr models
achieve nearly real-time latency with a >99.9% reduction over
all baselines while achieving baseline-level accuracy.

It is important to highlight that the biased MF Lavg Am-
Net reduced overall latency by a large margin over the biased
sparse AmNet model thus yielding a less significant latency im-
provement than sparsity when moving to Lamr loss. This phe-
nomenon emphasizes that, while reducing the average compute
cost may result in a similarly reduced and nearly real-time la-
tency, this is not necessarily guaranteed. Depending on the spe-
cific architecture, compression ratios, and device performance,
the unbounded Lavg-trained arbitrator decision sequences only
promise an overall average compute cost reduction. The Lamr

loss tuning, however, delivers such a latency guarantee for both
candidate architectures by enforcing more deliberate branch de-
cisions and truly amortizing costs based on an awareness of the
real-time audio backlog.

6. Conclusion
We introduced Amortized Networks accompanied by amortized
latency loss and applied them to RNN-T for ASR. By dynami-
cally switching between variable-compute encoder branches on
a frame-by-frame basis with amortized latency loss, AmNets
are able to yield significant reductions in compute cost and la-
tency. AmNets can be applied to a variety of scenarios and are
especially well-suited for sequence-to-sequence modeling.
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